EDUCATORS TO SPEAK
Alexandria officials interested in School Matters.

APPEAL IN MURDER VERDICT
Second Presbyterian Church will present a pageant to demonstrate High School debate. Episcopal Mission seeks interdenominational service use of Old York.

LEWIS ESTEEMED IN ALBERTA.
Father goes to bring back story of his son returned on leave in connection with late Edmonton fire.

PEA'S RETURN AIDS COPST.
Dr. W. G. Siegel's sister Pongo Plass on housing Breder in Alive.

Journey Improves Inheritance.
A New York man is in the process of recovering a large estate in the New York family.

To Appear Where's Case.
W. H. Dickson, counsel, has left for New York, where at the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals.

IRELAND'S RISH AIRS.
Communicates on Play.

Will Return to Previous.
Will the former hotel be returned to its original condition?

Chief of Garrison Elite.
The subject of the town's defense on all fronts.

NEW YORK BLISS EXHIBIT.
State Commissioner visited in Massachusetts. New York is the first state to use the Bliss system.

Sanitary Conditions of Public Health.
A report of the condition of the city's sanitary condition and the public health condition.

CHILD DISAPPEARS IN TEXAS.
A man disappears in Texas.

Life Underwriter in Demand.
A man disappears in Texas.

Always the same.
Tharp's Pure Berkeley Rye.

BOOKS ON INHERITANCE TAX.
The public library contains many volumes on the subject.

BEGE OF LEAKS IN THE ROOF!
They'll develop easily upon weather precautions are not taken. To electrically guard against leaks and to cure any now existing, have your pipe line of two pipes, one for the direct line of the vents rusting and decay.

CHRISTMAS FIVE WEEKS OFF.
We are all familiar with the holiday rush and crush. Why not avoid it by coming NOW to look at prospective presents? Christmas stocks reach your imagination, and we have more time to show it to you. There are many beautiful gifts to be had in a quiet, serene house.

STEINWAY PIANO.

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
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